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Programming

Aim, shoot, miss, repeat… 
Olympic sport…



Live programming

Fluid experience, continuous feedback… 
Kid’s play… ;)



Don Norman



Live programming



IEND {
length: 0 size 4;
chunktype: "IEND";
crc: 0xAE, 0x42, 0x60, 0x82

}

This declaration states that the IEND structure consists of a
length field of 4 bytes (containing zeros), followed by the
(ASCII encoded) string “IEND”, and terminated by a CRC code
consisting of 4 constant values. To factor out common fields in
structure definitions, DERRIC allows structures to inherit from
other structures. For instance, in PNG, most structures inherit
from an abstract Chunk structure which declares common fields
for length, type, data and CRC check; such fields can be
overridden if needed.

A DERRIC description is input to the DERRIC compiler
which generates executable validators. A validator tries to
match binary input streams against the file format definition
captured in DERRIC. One application are of these validators
is file carving: the process of recovering possibly damaged
or fragmented files from storage devices [3], [4]. Previous
research has shown that the generated validators perform well,
both in terms of recovered files and runtime speed [2], and
that DERRIC descriptions can be automatically transformed to
improve runtime performance [5].

The benefits of DERRIC are only fully realized, however, if
the file format description can be considered correct. If files are
encountered that are not recognized, there are two possibilities:

• The binary data is not an instance of the file format
we are looking for, or the data is corrupted. In other
words, the data is at fault.

• The file format description is incorrect and has to be
changed to cope with this specific variation of the file
format.

Note that these situations may overlap. In fact, it is quite
common to relax a file format description to trade some
precision for a higher recall. Nevertheless, in both cases the
question remains: how to find out if a description should
be adapted to the new situation? And if so, how should
the description be changed? TRINITY helps to answer such
questions by providing debugger functionality at the level of
DERRIC itself. This way, both the data and the runtime state
of an analysis can be interpreted in terms of the sequential
layout and the structures and fields of the file format.

II. TRINITY

A. Integrated Data Debugging

TRINITY is an IDE which aims to leverage the domain-
specific information contained in DERRIC descriptions to bring
integrated data debugging support to the process of reverse
engineering binary file formats. A screen shot of TRINITY is
shown in Figure 1. The IDE consists of three synchronized
views:

• Data: A hexview showing the input data (top right).

• State: An outline view of the runtime state, with root
nodes for structures and child nodes for fields (left
column).

Fig. 1: Screenshot of TRINITY used on a PNG example file.

• Code: A syntax-highlighting editor for showing a
DERRIC description (bottom right).

The user can navigate between views using hyper links
which connect all three views. For instance, after selecting the
byte at offset 8 in the Data view at the top right, the contextual
structure and field of this byte are highlighted. Similarly, the
IHDR structure and its length field are highlighted in the
State view on the left, which provides the dynamic execution
context to this byte. In the Code view at bottom right, the IHDR
structure is highlighted in both the sequence and structures
sections. Finally, the length field is highlighted in the Code
view as well, where it is defined not directly in the IHDR
structure, but in the Chunk structure it inherits from.

It is also possible to go the other way. For instance,
clicking on a field in the code view will highlight all the
bytes in the input stream that have been successfully matched
using that very field. Similarly, clicking on an element in
the sequence section highlights all bytes in the input stream
captured by that syntactic element. Because syntactic elements
in the sequence may occur multiple times (through the use
of the regular operator ⇤), clicking on a source element may
highlight multiple parts of the input data.

Figure 2 illustrates the relationships between the three
views in more detail. On the left (Data) is a hexview of
the input data (between offsets 16 (0x0010) and 48 (0x002C
+ 4). In the center (State) the trace of interpreting the input
data (showing matches for structures named Header, Config
and Data, of which only Config is expanded and showing its
fields). On the right (Code) the text editor view of the DERRIC
description (showing the definition of the Config structure). In
all three views, the dotted line marks the Config structure and
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software glue libraries, program integration points spec-
ified in the name bindings, and integrate content and
mechanics models with the rest of the game system.
The MM Lib, introduced in Section 2.2, enables em-
bedding the mechanics model. As soon as the first
prototype runs the model, play testing can commence.

4. CASE STUDY: ADAPTOWER
4.1 Experimental setup
We demonstrate adaptability of the mechanics and gameplay
of AdapTower, a prototype tower defense game built using
the approach discussed in Section 3. The game, shown in
Figure 4, is implemented in C# and embeds the MM Lib
(which is C++) using a wrapper that marshals data to .NET.

Figure 4: Screenshot of Running AdapTower Prototype
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Figure 5: AdapTower Diagrams

Figure 5a shows the a partition of AdapTower in software
layers. Players trigger mechanics in the User Interface (UI)
layer. The Physics layer interprets user actions and tracks
in-game entities, their location, speed and trajectories. It
ensures the UI displays them accordingly. MM Lib inter-
prets Physics calls to activate nodes, e.g. for collisions and
time passing, and evaluates textual MM defining adapta-
tions. MM Lib computes a next game economy state when
the Physics calls the step API, and informs it about changes
to definitions and instances with callbacks and messages.

4.2 Adapting AdapTower
Here we demonstrate adaptations to the game economy of
AdapTower in a series of six design iterations. We provide
visual MM definitions with additions and changes3.
3
The textual MM of AdapTower can be found at https://github.com/

vrozen/MM-Lib/tree/master/mm/tests/towers

Design Iteration 0: Concept Phase
Gameplay Design. In AdapTower, the creeps spawn at
random locations on the top of the screen and march down-
wards. Defensive towers shoot creeps and convert killed
creeps into essence, a resource that falls down. Bases collect
essence and convert it into gold, which can be used to build
more towers and bases. Both are destroyed when they come
into contact with the advancing creeps. To reach the objec-
tive of building a fixed number of bases the player needs to
construct defensive configurations that minimize the risk of
losing bases, but maximize the collection of essence. Adap-
Tower’s internal economy consists of two interconnected pos-
itive feedback loops. First, towers convert creeps into essence
and bases convert essence into gold, which players use to buy
more towers and bases. Second, the more creeps there are,
the more likely it is they collide and destroy more towers,
meaning more creeps will survive. Figure 5b shows a concept
sketch modeled with the Machinations tool [1, 9].

Design Iteration 1: Creeps, towers and bases
Mechanics Modeling. The first mechanics model version
of the game economy of AdapTower consists of three MM
models. The integrated game is modeled in Figure 6. We
model creeps, essence and gold by pools, which are bound to
Tower and Base instances on their shared interfaces using
binding edges. Creeps enter the world by externally activat-
ing the interactive source spawn which pushes one resource
along its edge to the pool creeps. The drain missed models
essence disappearing from the world without being caught.
The converters buyTower and buyBase consume 20 and 50
gold to respectively produce a tower and a base instance.
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essencecreeps
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Figure 6: AdapTower Visual MM Definition

name meaning embedding

spawn a creep enters the world activate node

creeps amount of creeps in the world notify value

essence amount of essence in the world notify value

missed essence leaves the world activate node

towers amount of towers in the world notify new/del

bases amount of bases in the world notify new/del

gold amount of gold the player has notify value

buyTower player buys a tower activate node

buyBase player buys a base activate node

Table 2: Global Name Bindings

name meaning embedding

range tower range in game yards notify value

firePower tower fire power in hit points notify value

rotationSpeed tower rotation speed degree/s notify value

hitByCreep physics: a creep hits a tower activate node

killCreep physics: a tower kills a creep activate node

hitByCreep physics: a creep hits a base activate node

hitByEssence physics: essence hits a base activate node

Table 3: Tower and Base Type Definition Name Bindings
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ABSTRACT
Live Programming environments allow programmers to get feed-
back instantly while changing software. Liveness is gaining atten-
tion among industrial and open-source communities; several IDEs
o�er high degrees of liveness. While several studies looked at how
programmers work during software evolution tasks, none of them
consider live environments. We conduct such a study based on an
analysis of 17 programming sessions of practitioners using Pharo,
a mature Live Programming environment. The study is comple-
mented by a survey and subsequent analysis of 16 programming
sessions in additional languages, e.g., JavaScript. We document the
approaches taken by developers during their work. We �nd that
some liveness features are extensively used, and have an impact on
the way developers navigate source code and objects in their work.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering→Development frameworks
and environments; Object oriented development;
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Live Programming, Software Evolution, Exploratory Study
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1 INTRODUCTION
Live Programming aims to free programmers from the edit-compile-
run loop of standard programming, going as far as to allow pro-
grams to be changed while they run. Recent years have shown that
there is considerable interest in Live Programming, and liveness
in general: the new programming language Swift from Apple fea-
tures Interactive Playgrounds [1]; Microsoft recently purchased a
company developing Live Programming tools [2]; Facebook’s React
supports instant feedback [3]; web browsers come with interactive
consoles and inspectors [4]. Academically, a series of international
conferences and workshops have been held on Live Programming,
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for pro�t or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation
on the �rst page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM
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to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior speci�c permission and/or a
fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org.
ICSE ’18, May 27-June 3, 2018, Gothenburg, Sweden
© 2018 Association for Computing Machinery.
ACM ISBN 978-1-4503-5638-1/18/05. . . $15.00
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with LIVE 2013 being the most popular workshop at ICSE 2013 [5]
(see Section 2 for background on Live Programming).

While some see Live Programming as “the future of program-
ming”, some of its proponents have more concrete and immediate
issues. Microsoft Research’s Sean McDirmid [6] wrote: “The biggest
challenge instead is live programming’s usefulness: how can its
feedback signi�cantly improve programmer performance?”

While the full vision of Live Programming is yet to be imple-
mented and made available at scale to practitioners, many elements
of it are in use on a daily basis in some developer communities.
In particular, many of the Live Programming concepts have been
present for decades in the Smalltalk and Lisp development environ-
ments; Smalltalk and Lisp feature high degrees of liveness.

This o�ers us a critical opportunity to understand how liveness
is used today, and o�ers insights to practitioners, researchers, lan-
guage designers, and tool builders on how to e�ectively use and
support Live Programming. In this paper, we provide answers to
several research questions on the use of Live Programming features
in practice. We �rst provide essential background on Live Program-
ming and our main study subject, the Pharo IDE, in Section 2.

We then present our methodology (Section 3): we analyzed 17
development sessions of 11 programmers, totaling 13 hours of cod-
ing with familiar and unfamiliar code. This was followed by two
con�rmatory phases: a survey of 190 Smalltalk developers, and an
analysis of 16 online videos (25 hours) of HTML/JavaScript, C#,
PHP, Haskell, and C/C++ programmers.

Section 4 answers our �rst research question, “Do developers
use the Live Programming features of Pharo?”, in the the af-
�rmative: we �nd that Live Programming features and tools were
used extensively by Pharo users.

Section 5 answers our second research question: “Howdo devel-
opers use Live Programming in Pharo?”. We describe several
usages of Live Programming and contrast them against traditional
programming approaches. Our overall �nding is that simple ap-
proaches were favored, and their combinations can be powerful.

We then answer our third research question “Do developers,
other than those we analyzed, behave similarly?” in two parts.
First, we �nd that surveyed Pharo users agree with most of the
observations we made (Section 6). Subsequently, we observe that
users of other languages and tools use more limited capabilities
due to the limited extent of the tool support, and with the aim of
getting feedback early and often (Section 7).

We then discuss our �ndings in the context of existing studies and
tool support in Section 8. In particular, we discuss how a reduced
toolset, centering on the concept of the object inspector supports a
large range of use cases.

Finally, we close the paper with a discussion of the threats to
validity of this study in Section 9 and conclude with implications
for tool builders, researchers, and language designers in Section 10.

Live Functional Programming with Typed Holes

CYRUS OMAR, University of Chicago
IAN VOYSEY, Carnegie Mellon University
RAVI CHUGH, University of Chicago
MATTHEW A. HAMMER, University of Colorado Boulder

Live programming environments aim to provide programmers (and sometimes audiences) with continuous
feedback about a program’s dynamic behavior as it is being edited. The problem is that programming languages
typically assign dynamic meaning only to programs that are complete, i.e. syntactically well-formed and free
of type errors, whereas during much of the editing process, the program is not yet complete. As a result, live
feedback �ickers in and out or goes stale, in many cases for substantial lengths of time.

This paper confronts this problem from type-theoretic �rst principles by developing a dynamic semantics
for incomplete functional programs, based in part on the static semantics for incomplete functional programs
developed in recent work by Omar et al. [2017a]. We model incomplete functional programs as expressions
with holes, with empty holes standing for missing expressions or types, and non-empty holes operating as
“membranes” around static and dynamic type inconsistencies. Rather than aborting with an exception when
evaluation encounters any of these holes (as in several existing systems), evaluation proceeds “around” the
holes, performing as much of the remaining computation as is possible and tracking the closure around each
hole instance as it �ows through the program. Various editor services can report information from these hole
closures to help the programmer decide how to �ll a hole. They also enable a “�ll-and-resume” feature that
avoids the need to restart evaluation after edits that amount to hole �lling. Formally, the semantics draws from
both gradual type theory (to handle type holes) and contextual modal type theory (which provides a logical
foundation for hole closures), and develops additional technical machinery necessary to continue evaluation
past the various hole forms and to prove important metatheoretic properties.

We have mechanized the core formal development using the Agda proof assistant. We also describe a simple
implementation, called Hazelnut Live, that inserts holes as necessary during the editing process to guarantee
that every edit state has some (possibly incomplete) type, based in part on the Hazelnut edit action calculus in
prior work by Omar et al. [2017a]. Taken together with the type safety property that this paper establishes,
the result is a proof-of-concept live typed functional programming environment where dynamic feedback is
truly continuous, i.e. it is available for every possible edit state.

1 Introduction
Programmers typically shift back and forth between program editing and evaluation many times
before converging upon a program that behaves correctly. Live programming environments support
this work�ow by interleaving editing and evaluation so as to narrow what Burckhardt et al. [2013]
call “the temporal and perceptive gap” between these activities.

For example, read-evaluate-print loops (REPLs) and derivatives thereof, like the IPython/Jupyter
lab notebooks popular in data science [Pérez and Granger 2007], allow the programmer to edit
and immediately execute program fragments organized into a sequence of cells. Spreadsheets are
live functional data�ow environments, with cells organized into a grid [Wakeling 2007]. More
specialized examples include live direct manipulation programming environments like SuperGlue
[McDirmid 2007], Sketch-n-Sketch [Chugh et al. 2016; Hempel and Chugh 2016], and the tools
demonstrated by Victor [2012] in his lectures; live user interface frameworks [Burckhardt et al.
2013]; live image processing languages [Tanimoto 1990]; and live visual and auditory data�ow

Authors’ addresses: Cyrus Omar, University of Chicago, comar@cs.uchicago.edu; Ian Voysey, Carnegie Mellon University,
iev@cs.cmu.edu; Ravi Chugh, University of Chicago, rchugh@cs.uchicago.edu; Matthew A. Hammer, University of Colorado
Boulder, matthew.hammer@colorado.edu.
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rm 1040 Department of the Treasury—Internal Revenue Service 

OMB No. 1545-0074

(99)

IRS Use Only—Do not write or staple in this space. U.S. Individual Income Tax Return 2012
For the year Jan. 1–Dec. 31, 2012, or other tax year beginning , 2012, ending , 20 See separate instructions.
Your first name and initial Last name Your social security number 

If a joint return, spouse’s first name and initial Last name Spouse’s social security number 

Make sure the SSN(s) above 
and on line 6c are correct.

Home address (number and street). If you have a P.O. box, see instructions. Apt. no. 

City, town or post office, state, and ZIP code. If you have a foreign address, also complete spaces below (see instructions). 

Foreign country name                                        Foreign province/state/county                        Foreign postal code   

Presidential Election Campaign
Check here if you, or your spouse if filing 
jointly, want $3 to go to this fund. Checking 
a box below will not change your tax or 
refund. You Spouse

Filing Status 

Check only one 
box. 

1 Single 
2 Married filing jointly (even if only one had income) 
3 Married filing separately. Enter spouse’s SSN above 

and full name here. 

4 Head of household (with qualifying person). (See instructions.) If 

the qualifying person is a child but not your dependent, enter this 

child’s name here.  

5 Qualifying widow(er) with dependent child 

Exemptions 6a Yourself. If someone can claim you as a dependent, do not check box 6a . . . . .
b Spouse  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . }
c Dependents:  

(1)  First name                         Last name 

(2) Dependent’s 
social security number 

(3) Dependent’s  
relationship to  you 

(4)   if child under age 17 
qualifying for child tax credit  

(see instructions) 

If more than four  
dependents, see  
instructions and 
check here  

d Total number of exemptions claimed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Boxes checked 
on 6a and 6b
No. of children  
on 6c who: 
• lived with you 
• did not live with  
you due to divorce  
or separation  
(see instructions)

Dependents on 6c 
not entered above 

Add numbers on  
lines above  

Income 

Attach Form(s)  
W-2 here. Also  
attach Forms  
W-2G and   
1099-R if tax  
was withheld. 

If you did not  
get a W-2,   
see instructions. 

Enclose, but do  
not attach, any  
payment. Also,  
please use   
Form 1040-V. 

7 Wages, salaries, tips, etc. Attach Form(s) W-2 . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
8a Taxable interest. Attach Schedule B if required . . . . . . . . . . . . 8a 

b Tax-exempt interest. Do not include on line 8a . . . 8b 
9 a Ordinary dividends. Attach Schedule B if required . . . . . . . . . . . 9a 

b Qualified dividends . . . . . . . . . . . 9b 
10 Taxable refunds, credits, or offsets of state and local income taxes . . . . . . 10 
11 Alimony received . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 
12 Business income or (loss). Attach Schedule C or C-EZ . . . . . . . . . . 12 
13 Capital gain or (loss). Attach Schedule D if required. If not required, check here  13 
14 Other gains or (losses). Attach Form 4797 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 
15 a IRA distributions . 15a b  Taxable amount . . . 15b 
16 a Pensions and annuities 16a b  Taxable amount . . . 16b 
17 Rental real estate, royalties, partnerships, S corporations, trusts, etc. Attach Schedule E 17 
18 Farm income or (loss). Attach Schedule F . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 
19 Unemployment compensation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19 
20 a Social security benefits 20a b  Taxable amount . . . 20b 
21 Other income. List type and amount 21 
22 Combine the amounts in the far right column for lines 7 through 21. This is your total income  22 

Adjusted  
Gross  
Income 

23 Educator expenses . . . . . . . . . . 23 
24 Certain business expenses of reservists, performing artists, and 

fee-basis government officials. Attach Form 2106 or 2106-EZ 24 
25 Health savings account deduction. Attach Form 8889 . 25 
26 Moving expenses. Attach Form 3903 . . . . . . 26 
27 Deductible part of self-employment tax. Attach Schedule SE . 27 
28 Self-employed SEP, SIMPLE, and qualified plans . . 28 
29 Self-employed health insurance deduction . . . . 29 
30 Penalty on early withdrawal of savings . . . . . . 30 
31 a Alimony paid b  Recipient’s SSN  31a 
32 IRA deduction . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32 
33 Student loan interest deduction . . . . . . . . 33 
34 Tuition and fees. Attach Form 8917 . . . . . . . 34 
35 Domestic production activities deduction. Attach Form 8903 35 
36 Add lines 23 through 35 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36 
37 Subtract line 36 from line 22. This is your adjusted gross income  . . . . .   37 

For Disclosure, Privacy Act, and Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see separate instructions. Cat. No. 11320B Form  1040  (2012) 



form Box1HouseOwning {
  "Did you sell a house in 2010?" 
     hasSoldHouse: boolean
  "Did you by a house in 2010?"
     hasBoughtHouse: boolean
  "Did you enter a loan?"
     hasMaintLoan: boolean

  if (hasSoldHouse) {
    "What was the selling price?"
       sellingPrice: money
    "Private debts:" 
       privateDebt: money
    "Value residue:" 
      valueResidue: int (sellingPrice - privateDebt)
  }
}

Labeled 
questions

Conditional 
control flow

Computed 
questions
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Language workbenches
• Generic, reusable tools for language development 

• Not only compiler etc, but also IDE services 

• Our approach: Rascal 

• FP for meta programming 

• How to build language workbench support for 
Live Modeling?

http://www.rascal-mpl.org

http://www.rascal-mpl.org


Goal: generic tools to bridge 
the gulf of evaluation



form Box1HouseOwning {
  "Did you sell a house in 2010?" 
     hasSoldHouse: boolean
  "Did you by a house in 2010?"
     hasBoughtHouse: boolean
  "Did you enter a loan?"
     hasMaintLoan: boolean

  if (hasSoldHouse) {
    "What was the selling price?"
       sellingPrice: money
    "Private debts:" 
       privateDebt: money
    "Value residue:" 
      valueResidue: int 
       (sellingPrice - privateDebt)
  }
}
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eval : (ProgD [Userd)⇥State ! State

eval : Prog ! State

eval

0 : Userd ⇥State ! State
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Change 
label

Set x to true

Move 
question

Set y to 200
Change 
condition

(cc) stuant63 Flickr ...

http://www.flickr.com/photos/stuant63/




hasSoldHouse:
  Change label to “Hello world?”
hasMaintLoan:
  Move from 2 to 1
at 3:
  Change condition to !hasSoldHouse

vs



Framework
• “Programs as models” 

• Assume this model is executed by an interpreter 

• Diff the program to obtain semantic deltas 

• Patch the run-time model during execution 

• Migrate additional run-time state if needed
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Fig. 1: Three versions of a simple state machine model. Definitions and uses of
states are labeled with d

i

and u

j

respectively.

explain our solution tmdiff in Section 3 and evaluate the technique Section 4.
We discuss specific trade-offs and limitations in Section 5. Finally, we position
tmdiff in the context of related work in Section 6 and conclude the paper in
Section 7.

2 Problem Analysis

Here we introduce the challenges of textual model differencing using a simple
motivating example that is used as a running example throughout the paper.

Figure 1 shows three versions of textual models of a simple state machine
language. A state machine has a name and contains a number of state declara-
tions. Each state declaration contains zero or more transitions. A transition fires
on an event, and then transfers control to a new state. Figure 1a displays a state
machine for controlling doors (Doors1). The state machine is extended with a
locked state in Doors2 (Fig. 1b). The third version, Doors3 (Fig. 1c), shows a
grouping feature of the language: the locked state is part of the locking group.
The grouping construct acts as a scope: it allows different states with the same
name to coexist in the same state machine model.

In each of the state machine models, the constructs that define entities are
annotated with unique labels d

n

. For instance, in Doors1, the machine itself is
labeled d1, and both states closed and opened are labeled d2 and d3 respectively.
Similarly, uses of states in transitions are labeled with labels u

n

. For instance,
the target state opened of the transition in closed is labeled u1. In Section 3
we will see that these labels are instrumental in semantic differencing of textual
models.

The goal of tmdiff is to provide meaningful differences when comparing
models such as the three state machines in Fig. 1. To illustrate the problem
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name: “opened”

:Trans 
event: “open”

:Trans 
event: “close”

outout
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create State d7
d7 = State("locked",[Trans("unlock",d2)])
d2.out[1] = Trans("lock", d7)
d1.states[2] = d7

(a) tmdiff Doors1 Doors2

create Group d11
d11 = Group("locking",[d7])
remove d4.states[2]
d4.states[2] = d11

(b) tmdiff Doors2 Doors3

Fig. 3: tmdiff differences between Doors

i

and Doors

i+1 (i 2 1, .., 2)

refer to the same semantic entity. In Section 3 we will introduce a novel matching
strategy that constructs such mappings.

tmdiff deltas are imperative edit scripts that consist of edit operations.
Edit operations include creating and removing of AST nodes, assigning fields,
and inserting or removing elements from collections. Figure 3 shows the tmdiff
edit scripts computed between Doors1 and Doors2 (a), and Doors2 and Doors3

(b). The edit scripts use the definition labels d

n

as node identities.
The edit script shown in Fig. 3a captures the difference between source ver-

sion Doors1 and target version Doors2. It begins with the creation of a new state
d7. States have primitive field, id and a collection of transitions called out. For
state d7 these are respectively initialized with its name locked and with a new
transition for event "unlock". Pre-existing state d2 in Doors1 which is mapped
to d5 in Doors2 receives a new transition for event "lock" that transitions to the
new state d7. Finally, the new state d7 is inserted at index 2 of the collection of
states of the machine d1 in Doors1 which is mapped to d4 in Doors2.

The edit script introducing the grouping construct locking between Doors2

and Doors3 is shown in Figure 3b. It starts with the creation of a new group
d11. Its initialization sets id to "locking" and states to a list with a single state
d7 which already existed in Doors2 Finally, the state with index 2 is removed
from the machine d4 in Doors3, and then replaced by the new group d11. Al-
though the syntactic structure of the target state of the lock transition in Doors2

(locking.locked) is different from Doors2 (locked) no changes are made to tran-
sitions in the edit script. In both Doors2 and Doors3 the transition targets the
same locked state d7.

Figure 3 shows the semantic deltas computed by tmdiff for three consecutive
versions of the example state machines. Now the question is, how can they be
used to synchronize inter-related artifacts? To make our goals more concrete,
let us consider the situation that the state machines are transformed to a Java
model to execute them. We assume this transformation propagates the semantic
identities of the states in the state machines to the Java code (for instance,
using some form of origin tracking [9]). Based on this propagation of identities,
it becomes possible to map deltas in terms of state machines to corresponding
deltas in terms of Java code. Figure 4 shows hypothetical Java code for Doors1,
and an example of expressing the revision from Doors1 to Doors2 in terms of a
Java meta model.
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Live Modeling
• Live programming in the context of domain-specific 

modeling languages 

• Why? Shortened feedback loop during modeling 

• How? Semantic interpretation of program changes 

• Next up: 

• Jouke: declarative techniques for state migration 

• Riemer: model evolution and run-time patching


